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Abstract

In this article, we present a force measuring method for assessing participant responses in studies

of visual perception. We present a device disguised as a mouse pad and designed to measure

mouse-click-pressure and click-press-to-release-time responses by unaware, as regards to the

physiological assessment, participants. The aim of the current technology, in the current studies,

was to provide a physiological assessment of confidence and task difficulty. We tested the device in

three experiments. The studies comprised of a gender-recognition study using morphed male and

female faces, a visual suppression study using backwards masking, and a target-search study

that included deciding whether a letter was repeated in a subsequently presented letter string.

Across all studies, higher task difficulty was associated with higher click-release-time responses.
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Higher task difficulty was, intriguingly, also associated with lower click pressure. Higher confidence

ratings were consistently associated with higher click pressure and shorter click-release time

across all experiments. These findings suggest that the current technology can be used to

assess responses relating to task difficulty and participant confidence in studies of visual percep-

tion. We suggest that the assessment of release times can also be implemented using standard

equipment, and we provide manual and easy-to-use code for the implementation.
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Introduction

Previous research has suggested that explicit assessment tasks are subject to limitations.

For example, participants in contemporary psychological studies come frequently from

science-aware student, and academic and health-related professional groups. Their responses

to explicit assessments can be subject to self-presentation strategies. These strategies have

personal and social dimensions. These include the presentation of the self in a positive

(Bareket-Bojmel et al., 2016), or expected to be perceived as positive, way (Dietrich et al.,

2017). These also include professional fitness-to-practise self-presentation strategies, such as

presenting oneself in a way that will not be perceived as inconveniencing professional

employability (Kopera et al., 2015).
In addition to these, previous research has suggested that participants could themselves be

unaware or in conflict as regards to reporting their experiences (Greenwald et al., 1998).

According to this argument, participants could be biased in explicitly reporting their expe-

riences due to introspective limits, such as antagonistic dual processing of knowledge (e.g.,

perception concerning a negative characteristic) and personal motivations (e.g., the intent to

behave in a sociably acceptable manner; for a comprehensive review in this subject, see

Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Previous research has also suggested that some information

could be subject to preconscious or unconscious processing and, therefore, that the partic-

ipants could be unable to report or less accurate in reporting their experience of these

information when enquired using an explicit task (Dehaene et al., 2006; but see also

Tsikandilakis et al., 2018, 2019c).
To address these possibilities, several contemporary psychologists have proposed alterna-

tive methodologies that are, arguably, suitable for the implicit assessment of cognition,

behaviour, and emotion, such as responses that a participant will not be able or willing to

report when asked using an explicit assessment. For example, Schnabel et al. (2008) proposed

the use of the implicit association test (see Greenwald et al., 1998) and suggested that the

time to respond to a task with a keyboard press that is conditioned to refer to oneself (e.g.,

me) is longer when an incompatible to a self-presentation strategy word (e.g., unsociable) is

subsequently presented and assigned the same keyboard component.
Further experimental assessments include explicit physiological measurements of purport-

edly automatic and involuntary physiological responses to emotional stimuli, such as sub-

cutaneous sweating and heart-rate changes (van der Ploeg et al., 2017). The aim of measuring

these responses is to directly record what a participant is experiencing during a task or trial

on an emotional-physiological level (Bradley & Lang, 2000). Experimental approaches in this
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area also include implicit or explicit camera monitoring that aims to assess and interpret the
facial responses of the participants using automated facial-emotional recognition software
(Lewinski, 2015). The aim of these applications is to measure posttrial and engagement task
responses directly and without relying on self-reports.

Previous research has suggested that not only emotional responses could be assessed
implicitly and in the area of engagement task response assessment, but previous research
has also suggested that participants also have self-presentation strategies (Strack & Deutsch,
2004). These include rating the task difficulty of an engagement task high and downrating
the confidence for their responses due to conservative self-presentation strategies, such as
presenting oneself as attempting to perform at the best of their ability. Previous research
has also suggested that certain participants downrate task difficulty and overstate their
response confidence to come across as overachievers (Hellmann, 2016; Kosakowska-
Berezecka et al., 2017).

In the current studies, we adjust previous technologies relating to force-grip pressure in
pharmaceutical (Perkins et al., 2009) and rehabilitation studies (Allg€ower et al., 2017) and
adjust previous work on finger-sensor force-assessment technology from human (Akamatsu
& MacKenzie 1996; Akamatsu & Sato, 1994; Kaklauskas et al., 2009) and animal studies
(Deacon, 2013). In these studies, researchers have reported that high task difficulty resulted
in greater hesitation and, therefore, lower force pressure due to the experience of uncertainty
as regards the correct answer. Previous research has also reported that, for the same reasons,
higher confidence in a response resulted in higher force pressure and lower response times.
This line of research found very high effect sizes for physiological responses to task difficulty
(see, e.g., Bilalpur et al., 2017; Campanella et al., 2001).

We use a seemingly innocuous device that is part of an individual’s everyday professional
and domestic life activities (Schunk & Greene, 2017). We present a force pressure measuring
device disguised as a mouse pad. The device was designed to assess physiological responses
in tasks that varied in difficulty (Hellmann, 2016; Kosakowska-Berezecka et al., 2017).
The device was also applied to assess the association between self-reports for response con-
fidence and click-release time and force pressure (Hellmann, 2016; Kosakowska-Berezecka
et al., 2017). We applied strict criteria for assessing click-release time and force pressure, such
as the implicit assessment of participant responses, the application of individualized z scores
for force pressure assessment, the strict exclusion of outliers for high and low force pressure
responses, and the exclusion of possibly unintended click-responses that were associated with
a high threshold of movement-related artifacts, such as bilateral mouse movements at or
higher than 60 Hz (16.67 ms; see also Methods section: Force-Pad Specifications).

With these methods, we assess mouse-click force-pressure responses and click-release time
in engagement tasks that required a mouse response. The initial application of this technol-
ogy was designed to implicitly assess task difficulty and response confidence in masking
experiments and explore possible evidence for subliminal processing (Brooks et al., 2012).
This initial aim was in line with suggestions for further research in previous publications
relating to physiological responses to masked emotional faces (see, e.g., Tsikandilakis et al.,
2018). In the current article, we were able to expand the testing of the device. We tested,
using the device, for task difficulty and response confidence in gender morphing perception
tasks because previous research has suggested that gender perception is subject to explicit
assessment biases relating to cultural and social norms (Burr, 2015) and that responses to
nonbinary gender categorization could be explored using an implicit assessment of physio-
logical responses to gender characteristics (Hyde et al., 2019). We also test the device in a
letter-search experimental task because previous research relating to linguistic processing
(Ellis, 2002; Jurafsky, 2000) has suggested that implicit (Yablonski et al., 2017) and
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physiological responses (Suslow et al., 2015) could be more accurate indicators of task dif-
ficulty compared with self-reports (Baumeister et al., 2007). These two additional experi-
ments were added to the current stages to explore whether the current technology could be
applied in these areas (Kim et al., 2017; Ryoo et al., 2018).

Our aim in these studies was to explore whether force-plate technology could be used to
assess task difficulty and response confidence. Our hypotheses across all experimental stages
were that higher task difficulty during the engagement tasks will cause higher uncertainty and
hesitation as regards the correct response and be associated with longer click-release times
and lower force-pressure responses. We also hypothesized that, for the same reason, high
levels of response confidence will be associated with short click-release times and high force-
pressure responses.

Methods: Force-Pad Specifications

The device was created to look like a mouse pad. It was disguised with a custom-designed
nonslip rubber-based mouse mat that covered the entire surface and the edges of the machine
(see Figure 1). The force pad included a working measurement area of 210 to 160 mm. It was
mechanically coupled to four 5 kgf load cells. The signals from these cells were amplified and
converted to a digital signal via a 24-bit analog-to-digital converter. The device operated at
120 Hz with a minimum force accuracy of 0.01 grams (0.00098 Newtons) and a maximum
filtered pressure force of 5 kgf. The device included its own parallel-port input and interfaced
with the stimulus-presenting computer using a USB 2.0. During the testing, the participant’s
right hand (see Supplementary Material 2.1) was rested upon a 45- to 20- to 3-cm forearm
support, and the participants operated the mouse using the forearm support to control for
movement artefacts. Participants’ responses were computed via drift filtering and mapping
the location of the mouse to an on-screen visual matrix. Subsequently, a load-cell filtering
protocol calculated and subtracted the mouse weight, the mouse mat weight, and the hand
weight of the participant applied after each bilateral movement from the force applied every
time the participant responded using a mouse click (see Supplementary Material 7.1).

Figure 1. Graphic Illustrations of the Force-Pad Device. (A) The participant’s right hand was rested upon a
45- to 20- to 3-cm forearm support. (B) The device was adjusted to a solid wooden surface, and the wiring
was covert via a desk apparatus beneath a custom-made ergonomic nonslip rubber-based mouse mat.
The mat covered the working surface and the machine edges of the device. An ergonomic nonslip wireless
Logitech M590 mouse was used for participant responses. (C) The prototype for the device was developed
by the first author. The experimental version was manufactured by PSYAL.
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To control for outliers due to individual strength, each participant was asked during a
training session to press 20 times on one of two paralleled positioned and interchangeably
designated, with the words Press Here, on-screen boxes (pt. 0.73 (H) to 2.33 (W); interval
space: pt. 1.62 (W)). The z scores for click-pressure responses per participant were calculated.
The force applied during the main experimental stages was measured in units of standard
deviations from the performance in the training phase (see Supplementary Material 1.1
to 1.3). Conversely, click-release time was measured in milliseconds according to the
available refresh rate of the force-pad device (120 Hz; 8.33ms). It was then converted to
rounded two decimal intervals of a second as the duration between an unambiguous-filtered
(�85.03 grams; �781.62 grams)1 click pressure and an equal unambiguous-filtered
release of the applied force. The presence of a response was additionally confirmed using
a self-developed parallel-port output script (see Supplementary Material 7.1). Responses that
were higher or lower than two standard deviations of the mean for pressure strength for
individual performance and responses that indicated drift frequency that could be related to
movement artefacts, that is, bilateral drift frequency� 60Hz (one bilateral drift per 16.67ms)

Figure 2. Example of Facial Merging and Engagements Tasks. Participants watched a face for 1 s with set
(male, male–female, female) and varying gender characteristics (10% or 30% or 50% or 70% or 90%).
They were afterwards assigned the engagement tasks illustrated in the figure: (1) and (2). Each engagement
task was presented separately and in the described order. After each trial, a 7-s blank-screen interval
was presented.
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for overall drift duration x�125ms, were excluded from the analysis (see Supplementary
Material 7.1). Using this protocol, click pressure and click-release time were recorded in
each study. Click-pressure and click-release-time responses were measured and analysed
exclusively and only for the first binary, gender (male/female), or face-detection (yes/no) or
letter-search (yes/no) task in each of the included studies. Their association to self-reports for
participant confidence and methodological manipulations of task difficulty was explored.

Study 1: Gender Recognition

Aims

The aim of the current study was to explore force-pad click-pressure and click-release-time
responses to gender-ambiguous stimuli. We wanted to explore whether the current technol-
ogy can be used to assess response confidence and task difficulty in morphing studies. The
hypothesis during this stage was that faces with more ambiguous gender characteristics
would result in higher task difficulty and, therefore, that participants could respond with
longer click-release times and lower click pressure to these stimuli. We also hypothesized
that ratings of confidence would be positively associated with click pressure and negatively
associated with release time.

Participants

A power calculation based on medium effect sizes (partial eta-squared¼ .06, f¼ .25) was
performed. The result revealed that 36 participants would be required for P(1–b)� .95 (Faul
et al., 2009). A total of 59 volunteers (28 female) participated in the current study. The exclu-
sion criteria were current or previous DSM Axis I or II diagnosis and current or previous
alcohol/drug abuse through self-reports. The participants were right-handed (see
Supplementary Material 2.1). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
The participants were screened with the Somatic and Psychological Health Report
Questionnaire (Berryman et al., 2012), and participants with scores above 1.0 were excluded
from the analysis. Participants were screened with an online Alexithymia (2019) questionnaire,
and participants with scores more than 94 that indicated possible alexithymia traits were
excluded from the analysis. Participants were also screened with a hyperactivity-impulsivity
questionnaire (Kooij & Francken, 2010), and participants whose scores indicated a possible
hyperactivity-impulsivity disorder were excluded from the analysis; data from two participants
were excluded. Data from three participants were excluded from the analysis due to
movement-related artefacts (see Supplementary Material 7.1). The final population sample
consisted of 54 (28 female) participants with mean age 29.54 (SD¼ 6.41). All participants
gave consent for recordings before experiment and were fully debriefed concerning the precise
nature of the physiological assessment after the experiment. The experiment was approved by
the Ethics Committee of the School of Psychology of the University of Nottingham.

Procedure

The facial stimuli used were taken from the dataset created by Gur et al. (2002). The stimuli
included different male and female actors showing neutral expressions (n¼ 153). All the
stimuli were adjusted for interpupillary distance, transformed to grey scale and resized to
a standard 811� 1,080 pixels resolution for software compatibility. Their luminescence was
averaged using the SHINE MATLAB toolbox, and finally, they were spatially aligned and
framed into pure white within a cropped circle (height: 6 cm, width: 4 cm).
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All the stimuli were first assessed using Noldus 7.1. The analyses employed the Viola-
Jones cascaded algorithm and an active appearance model with a 500-point Euclidean trans-
formation to further eliminate static identification variability for image quality, lighting,
background variation, and orientation. The software estimated the age range group of
each actor in 5-year approximation intervals (e.g., 20–25, 25–30, 30–35, 35–40), the ethnic
background of each actor, their gender, and their emotional expression. Faces that were
misclassified in this assessment in comparison with their dataset labels were excluded (n¼ 4).
To rigorously control for merging artefacts, all merged faces were matched for age interval
and ethnic background, and they were validated for being of opposite gender. Actors with
pronounced gender-specific appearance traits, such as facial hair, pronounced makeup, eye-
liner, lipstick, and facial piercings, were excluded from the merging conditions.

Experiments

Participants took part in a 5-min training stage. By the end of the training phase, they were
asked whether they were ready to participate in the experiment. All participants replied
positively. The experimental study consisted of two stages with order randomized.
Participants were allowed a 5-min break between each stage. During the engagement tasks
in this study, all text was presented in black on a white background using a clearly visible and
standard font (Times New Roman), with a clearly visible font size (pt. 28). Each response-
related part of text was boxed within a clearly visible and distinct selectable area with set
dimensions (binary task: pt. 0.73 (H) to 2.33 (W); interval space: pt. 1.62 (W)). Participants
were briefed during the training stage that they had the choice to restart the engagement task
by pressing space in case of accidental miss-clicks; no instances of miss-clicks were reported.

In one stage, a fixation cross was presented for 2 (�1) s. After the fixation cross, a random
male or female face or a merged male–female face with balanced male to female character-
istics (50% merging layer) was presented for 1 s at fixation. A black and white pattern mask
was then presented for 1 s at fixation. After the pattern mask, a blank screen was presented
for 1 s. After the blank-screen interval, the participants were asked to decide the gender of
the presented face (male/female) using the mouse. After this task, they were asked to rate
how confident they were in their reply from 1 (not confident at all) to 10 (extremely confident)
using the mouse. After each trial, a 7-s blank-screen interval was presented. A total of 20
male, female, and merged faces from different actors were presented during this stage.

In the other stage, the participants were presented with a fixation cross for 2 (�1) s. After
the fixation cross, a random merged male–female face with varying male to female character-
istics (10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%) was presented at fixation. A black and white pattern
mask was then presented for 1 s at fixation. After the pattern mask, a blank screen was
presented for 1 s. After the blank-screen interval, the participants were asked from an on-
screen message to decide the gender of the presented face (male/female) using the
mouse. After this task, they were asked to rate how confident they were for their response
from 1 (not confident at all) to 10 (extremely confident) using the mouse. After each trial, a 7-s
blank-screen interval was presented. A total of five merged faces from different actors were
presented for each interval (see Figure 2). No actor identity was repeated during the study.
All the faces were merged, adjusted and aligned using FantaMorph Deluxe PRO (see Motta-
Mena & Scherf, 2017).

Results

Set Intervals: Force Pressure. To explore whether click pressure was associated with participant
confidence, a two-tailed Pearson’s correlation was calculated between average confidence
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ratings against average standardized change from baseline click pressure. The analysis
revealed that for male faces, r(54)¼ .38, p< .01; female faces, r(54)¼ .55, p< .001; and
merged faces, r(54)¼ .52, p< .001, click pressure was positively and significantly correlated
with self-reports for response confidence. To explore whether click pressure was associated
with gender uncertainty and task difficulty, a repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was conducted with independent variable Type of Face (male, female, merged)
and dependent variable click-pressure responses. The analysis revealed that there were sig-
nificant differences between different face types, F(1.74, 92.19)¼ 97.05, p< .001, partial eta-
squared¼ .65, Greenhouse–Geisser corrected. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons
revealed that merged faces (M¼ 0.09, SD¼ 0.02) were associated with lower click pressures
than male (M¼ 0.15, SD¼ 0.05, p< .001, d¼ 1.58) and female faces (M¼ 0.13, SD¼ 0.05,
p< .001, d¼ 1.05). Self-report confidence ratings also revealed the same pattern of results;
merged faces (M¼ 3.43, SD¼ 0.56) were rated lower compared with male (M¼ 8.42,
SD¼ 0.44, p< .001, d¼ 9.91) and female (M¼ 8.54, SD¼ 0.6, p< .001, d¼ 8.81) faces.

Set Intervals: Click-Release Time. To explore whether click-release time was associated with
participant confidence, a two-tailed Pearson’s correlation was ran for click-release-time
scores and confidence ratings. The analysis revealed that for male faces, r (54)¼ –.9,
p< .001; female faces, r(54)¼ –.69, p< .001; and merged faces, r(54)¼ –.94, p< .001, click-
release time was negatively and significantly correlated with self-reports for response confi-
dence. To explore whether click-release time was associated with gender uncertainty and task
difficulty, a repeated measures ANOVA was ran with independent variable Type of Face
(male, female, merged) and dependent variable click-release-time responses. The analysis
revealed that there were significant differences between face types, F(1.77, 93.89)¼ 83.76,
p< .001, partial eta-squared¼ .61, Huynh-Feldt corrected. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise
comparisons revealed that merged faces (M¼ 0.14, SD¼ 0.06) were associated with longer
click-release times than male (M¼ 0.07, SD¼ 0.03, p< .001, d¼ –3.24) and female faces
(M¼ 0.1, SD¼ 0.06, p< .001, d¼ –0.94). Intriguingly, the same pattern of results was not
found in overall response time, in seconds, to the engagement task, F(2, 106)¼ 0.75, p¼ .48,
partial eta-squared¼ .01. Bayesian analysis of pairwise comparisons (lower limit: –0.5, upper
limit: 0.5) revealed that merged faces (M¼ 1.31, SE¼ 0.05) showed evidence for being sig-
nificantly within the same intervals as male faces (M¼ 1.26, SE¼ 0.05, B¼ 0.17) and a trend
for being within the same intervals as female faces (M¼ 1.23, SE¼ 0.05, B¼ 0.45) faces.
These results suggest that click pressure and click-release time were associated with partic-
ipant confidence and task difficulty in this part of the study. The findings also suggest that
click-release time was a precise assessment of gender uncertainty and task.

Varying Intervals: Force Pressure and Click-Release Time. We wanted to explore whether these
findings could be replicated in more complex experimental designs including set-of-steps
variations of gender-related characteristics. To explore whether click pressure and click-
release time were associated with participant confidence in set-of-steps variations of
gender-related characteristics, a two-tailed Pearson’s correlation was ran. Click pressure
was positively and significantly associated with participants’ confidence ratings, r
(54)¼ .62, p< .001. Release time was negatively and significantly associated with partici-
pants’ confidence ratings, r(54)¼ –.63, p< .001. Detailed results can be seen in Table 1.

To explore whether click pressure was associated with gender uncertainty and task diffi-
culty, a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with independent variable Gender
Intervals (10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%) and dependent variable force-pressure responses.
The analysis revealed that there were significant differences between face types, F(1.79,
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93.36)¼ 520.11, p< .001, partial eta-squared¼ .91, Greenhouse–Geisser corrected. The same

pattern of results was reported for self-reports for confidence ratings, F(2.19, 116.34)¼
684.94, p< .001, partial eta-squared¼ .93, Greenhouse–Geisser corrected. The same analysis

was repeated for click-release-time responses. A repeated measures ANOVA with indepen-

dent variables Gender Intervals and dependent variable click-release time revealed that there

were very highly significant differences between different Gender Intervals, F(2.49, 131.84)¼
1681.58, p< .001, partial eta-squared¼ .97, Greenhouse–Geisser corrected. Interestingly, in

this stage, response time also revealed significant differences between Gender Intervals, F

(3.2, 169.76)¼ 18.31, p< .001, partial eta-squared¼ .26, Greenhouse–Geisser corrected.

This suggests that the variation in morphing characteristics had a very significant effect

across all participant responses and resulted in very significant differences in confidence,

response time, release time, and force pressure. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise compari-

sons for these effects can be seen in Table 2. These results suggest that force-pressure

responses were associated with participant confidence in multiple set-of-steps gender

Table 2. Comparisons for Click Pressure, Release and Response Time, and Confidence Ratings.

Male Female

Confidence

Standardized

Cohen’s d

Response time

M (SD) and standardized

Cohen’s d (Bayes factor)

Force pressure

Standardized

Cohen’s d

Release time

Standardized

Cohen’s d

10% 90% 2.62* 1.36 (0.36); –0.47 (0.64) 0.96* –1.06*

30% 70% –0.42* 1.44 (0.37); –0.13 (0.15) –0.59* 0.14*

50% 50% –3.75** 1.94 (0.62); 0.85** –0.99** 1.43**

70% 30% –0.76* 1.32 (0.37); –0.43 (1.23) –0.54* 0.26*

90% 10% 2.87* 1.4 (0.41); –0.22 (0.26) 0.87* –0.97*

Note. Standardized effect size Cohen’s d per assessment ((Condition Mean (SD) to (Rmean (SD) (intervals)/n (intervals))).

Asterisk (*) indicates Bonferroni-corrected significance at p< .001 against all other scores in the same assessment (i.e.,

confidence, response time, force pressure, release time) except the opposite set-of-steps morphing condition (e.g., 30%

male/70% female vs. 70%male/30% female). Double asterisks (**) indicate Bonferroni-corrected significance at p< .001

against all other scores in the same assessment. For each nonsignificant result, a Bayes factor (L.B.: –1; H.B: 1) was

calculated for mean differences to the average condition mean (M¼ 1.49) and standard error (SE¼ 0.057) for response

time to test evidence for the null (B< 0.33; Dienes, 2014).

Table 1. Correlation Analysis for Force Pressure and Click-Release-Time Responses for Study One.

Male Female

Confidence

M (SD)

Force pressure

M (SD) r

p value

(Bayes factor)

Release time

M (SD) r p value

10% 90% 7.39 (0.59) 0.11 (0.04) .36 <.01 0.18 (0.07) – .87 <.001

30% 70% 5.76 (0.33) 0.06 (0.03) .29 .03 (.63) 0.27 (0.09) – .87 <.001

50% 50% 3.51 (0.77) 0.05 (0.03) .01 .48 (4.63) 0.37 (0.08) – .88 <.001

70% 30% 5.62 (0.31) 0.06 (0.03) – .04 .73 (5.56) 0.28 (0.08) – .88 <.001

90% 10% 7.43 (0.52) 0.11 (0.04) .38 <.01 0.18 (0.08) – .84 <.001

Note. Correlation coefficient Person’s r and significance values for confidence ratings and force pressure, and confidence

ratings and click-release time for Study 1 for varying intervals of gender characteristics. For each nonsignificant result, a

Bayes factor was calculated for the correlation analysis as the probability that these data would be observed if the null

hypothesis were true (p (Data|H0); BF01� 10; Jarosz & Wiley, 2014). The Bayes factor was calculated as the likelihood ratio

that these data would be observed if the null versus the alternative hypothesis were true (BF01). Following Dienes (2014),

we considered BF01� 10 as evidence for the null.
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morphing presentations. These findings also suggest that click-release-time responses were
a very high and highly significant correlate of participant confidence and task difficulty in
this stage of Study 1 (see also Supplementary Material 11.1 and 12.1).

Study 2: Masked Stimuli

Aims

The aim of the current study was to explore force-pad click-pressure and click-release-time
responses to backwards masked emotional faces. We wanted to explore whether the current
technology can be used to implicitly assess response confidence, task difficulty, and physio-
logical arousal in masking studies. The hypothesis during this study was that, for set and
varying durations of presentation (i.e., 27.78ms and 13.89 or 20.83 or 27.78 or 34.72 or
41.67ms), confidence in a response would be positively associated with click pressure and
negatively associated with click-release time. In addition, we expected that shorter durations
of presentation will result in higher task difficulty and lower confidence in responses and will
be negatively associated with click pressure and positively associated with release time.
We also hypothesized that force pressure could reveal physiological differences between
different emotional types when using backwards masking, such as higher scores for emo-
tional types that are characterized by high arousal (i.e., fearful faces) compared with other
emotional types (i.e., sad and neutral faces). Finally, before every section, we ran a Bayesian
analysis for subliminality. When the results suggested evidence for subliminal processing,
further analysis of hit (true positive) and miss (false negative) responses was conducted for
that duration of presentation.

Participants

A power calculation based on medium effect sizes (partial eta-squared¼ .06, f¼ .25) was
performed. The result revealed that 36 participants would be required for P(1–b)� .95 (Faul
et al., 2009). A total of 56 volunteers (29 female) who were not part of Study 1 participated in
the current study. The exclusion criteria and inclusion criteria were identical with Study 1.
Data from two participants were excluded due to traits indicating a possible attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder diagnosis. Data from four participants were excluded from the anal-
ysis due to movement-related artefacts (see Supplementary Material 7.1). Data from two
participants were excluded due to scores (>94) that indicate possible alexithymic traits. The
final population sample consisted of 48 (27 female) participants with mean age 28.81
(SD¼ 5.04). All participants were fully briefed concerning the physiological assessment
after the experiment. The experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
School of Psychology of the University of Nottingham.

Procedure

The experiment was presented on a high-frequency LED monitor set at 144Hz (6.94ms). To
validate the presentation of brief backwards masked stimuli, an IPAD PRO camera with
240Hz refresh rate (4.17ms) recorded two pilot runs of the experiment, and the stimulus
presentation was assessed frame by frame; no instances of dropped frames were detected. A
self-developed dropped frame report script with one frame (6.94ms) tolerance threshold was
coded in Python, and two pilot experimental diagnostic sessions were run. The presenting
monitor reported no dropped frames; prognostic dropped frame rate was estimated at 1/
5,000 trials. Experimental stages were, subsequently, run using dropped frames diagnostics
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and per stimulus presentation frame rate performance of the stimuli presenting monitor; no
instances of dropped frames were reported.

The facial stimuli used were taken from the dataset created by Gur et al. (2002). They
included faces with fearful, sad, and neutral expressions. Nonfacial blurs were also generated
from black and white pattern stimuli and scrambled using pseudorandomized pixel permu-
tation in MATLAB. All the stimuli were adjusted for interpupillary distance, transformed to
grey scale, and resized to a 1,024� 768 pixels resolution. Their average luminance was con-
trolled using the SHINE MATLAB toolbox. The faces were spatially aligned and placed in a
white circle (height: 6 cm, width: 4 cm). The included stimuli were tested for physiological
arousal during supraliminal presentations (1 s) and validated for emotional discrimination
with FaceReader software (Noldus, 2018) and participant assessment; they were controlled
for low-level visual features, such as spatial frequency and gradient orientation differences;
and the black and white pattern mask was also separately compared and adjusted for lumi-
nance contrast with the presented faces (see Tsikandilakis & Chapman, 2018; Tsikandilakis
et al., 2018, 2019a).

Experiments

Participants took part in a 5-min training stage. By the end of the training phase, they were
asked whether they were ready to participate in the experiment. All participants replied
positively. The current study included two stages with order randomized. Participants
were allowed a 5-min break between each stage. During the engagement tasks of this
study, all text was presented in black on a white background using a clearly visible and
standard font (Times New Roman) and with a clearly visible font size (pt. 28).
Each response-related part of text was boxed within a clearly visible and distinct selectable

Figure 3. Experimental Sequence Study 2. In (1), participants watched masked stimuli for set (27.78 ms) and
varying durations (13.89 or 20.83 or 27.78 or 34.72 or 41.67 ms). The stimuli were backward-masked with a
black and white pattern mask (125 ms). They were afterwards assigned the engagement tasks illustrated in
the figure: (2) and (3). Each engagement task was presented separately and in the described order. After each
trial, a 7-s blank-screen interval was presented.
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area with set dimensions (binary task: pt. 0.73 (H) to 2.33 (W); interval space: pt. 1.62 (W)).

Participants were briefed during the training stage that they had the choice to restart the

engagement task by pressing space in case of accidental miss-clicks; no instances of miss-

clicks were reported.
In one stage, participants were presented with a fixation cross for 2 (�1) s. After the

fixation cross, a random fearful or sad or neutral face or a nonfacial blur was presented for

27.78ms at fixation. A black and white pattern mask was then presented for 125ms (see

Figure 3). A blank interval screen was presented for 1 s. After the blank interval

screen, participants were asked by an on-screen message to decide whether a face

was presented (Yes/No) using the mouse. After this task, participants were asked from an

on-screen message to rate the confidence for their response from 1 (not confident at all) to

10 (extremely confident) using the mouse. After each trial, a 7-s blank-screen interval was

presented. During this stage, 20 fearful, sad, and neutral faces and 60 nonfacial blurs

were presented.
In the other stage, the participants were presented with a fixation cross for 2 (�1) s. After

the fixation cross, a random fearful or sad or neutral face or a nonfacial blur was presented

for 13.89 or 20.83 or 27.78 or 34.72 or 41.67ms. A black and white pattern mask was then

presented for 125ms (see Figure 3). A blank interval screen was presented for 1 s. After the

blank interval screen, participants were asked by an on-screen message to decide whether a

face was presented (Yes/No) using the mouse. After this task, participants were asked from

an on-screen message to rate the confidence for their response from 1 (not confident at all) to

10 (extremely confident) using the mouse. After each trial, a 7-s blank-screen interval was

presented. Four fearful, sad, and neutral faces were presented per duration (13.89 or 20.83 or

27.78 or 34.72 or 41.67ms), and 60 nonfacial blurs were presented during this stage. No actor

identity was repeated during the study.

Results and Discussion: Set Intervals: Subliminality

Detection performance for stimuli presented for 27.78ms was transformed to nonparametric

sensitivity index A (Zhang & Mueller, 2005). A Bayesian analysis, uncorrected for degrees of

freedom (Berry & Stangl, 2018), was run using the Dienes (2016) calculator to assess chance-

level processing, with substantial evidence for the null hypothesis defined as a Bayes factor B

below 1/3 (chance-level performance) and evidence for the alternate defined as a Bayes factor

B above 3 (different to chance-level performance). The intervals were defined at –0.1 (0.4;

lower bound [L.B.]) and 1 (0.6; higher bound [H.B.]), with 0 (A¼ 0.5) representing chance-

level performance. Detection performance using nonparametric receiver operating character-

istics was overall above chance (M¼ 0.5843, SE¼ 0.0071, B> 3) suggesting that faces pre-

sented for 27.78ms were not processed subliminally (see Figure 4).

Results and Discussion: Set Interval: Force Pressure

To explore whether click pressure was associated with participant confidence in response to

briefly presented backwards masked faces, a two-tailed Pearson’s correlation was ran for

click-pressure scores and confidence ratings. The analysis revealed that click pressure was

positively and significantly correlated with self-reports for response confidence, r(48)¼ .6,

p< .001. A similar pattern of results was reported for fearful, r(48)¼ .32, p¼ .027; sad, r

(48)¼ .63, p< .001; and neutral, r(48)¼ .57, p< .001, faces. To explore whether force pres-

sure was associated with differences relating to physiological responses to the presented

emotion, a repeated measures ANOVA was ran with independent variables Type of Face
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(fearful, sad, neutral) and dependent variable force pressure. The analysis revealed that there
were significant differences between face types, F(1.36, 63.97)¼ 179.03, p< .001, partial eta-
squared¼ .79, Huynh-Feldt corrected. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons revealed
that fearful faces (M¼ 0.27, SD¼ 0.09) elicited higher force pressure than sad (M¼ 0.12,

A

B

Figure 4. Receiver Operating Characteristics for Set (A) and Varying (B) Intervals for Backwards Masked
Faces. In A, detection performance mean (SD) for 27.78 ms arranged according to a single threshold design
including A1 and A2 intervals for possible range of varying (F, H) characteristics for detection performance
(Zhang & Mueller, 2005). In B, detection performance for varying intervals arranged according to a multiple
thresholds design (Fawcett, 2006).
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SD¼ 0.04, p< .001, d¼ 2.15) and neutral faces (M¼ 0.1, SD¼ 0.06, p< .001, d¼ 2.22). Sad
(SE¼ 0.005) and neutral (SE¼ 0.005) faces revealed substantial evidence for being within the
same intervals for force pressure (L.B.: –0.05, H.B.: 0.05, B¼ 0.17).

Results and Discussion: Set Interval: Click-Release Time

To explore whether click-release time was associated with participant confidence in response
to briefly presented backwards masked faces (27.78ms), a two-tailed Pearson’s correlation
was ran for click-release-time scores and confidence ratings. The analysis revealed that click-
release time was negatively and highly significantly correlated with self-reports for response
confidence, r(48)¼ –.72, p< .001. The same effect was revealed for fearful, r(48) ¼ –.48,
p< .001; sad, r(48) ¼ –.41, p< .01; and neutral, r(48) ¼ –.71, p< .001, faces. These findings
suggest that release time was associated with participant confidence.

Results and Discussion: Varying Intervals: Subliminality

Detection performance per duration of presentation (13.89, 20.83, 27.78, 34.72, and 41.67ms)
was transformed to nonparametric sensitivity index A (Zhang & Mueller, 2005). A Bayesian
analysis, uncorrected for degrees of freedom, was run using the Dienes (2016) calculator to
assess chance-level processing, with substantial evidence for the null hypothesis defined as a
Bayes factor B below 1/3 (chance-level performance) and evidence for the alternate defined as a
Bayes factor B above 3 (different to chance-level perfoance). The intervals were defined at –0.1
(0.4; L.B.) and 0.1 (0.6; H.B.), with 0 (A¼ 0.5) representing chance-level performance.
Detection performance using nonparametric receiver operating characteristics was overall
above chance for faces presented for 41.67ms (M¼ 0.7185, SD¼ 0.0256, SE¼ 0.0037,
B> 3), 34.72ms (M¼ 0.6519, SD¼ 0.0284, SE¼ 0.0041, B> 3), 27.78ms (M¼ 0.5928,
SD¼ 0.0353, SE¼ 0.0051, B> 3), and 20.83ms (M¼ 0.5457, SD¼ 0.0290, SE¼ 0.0042,
B> 3). Faces presented for 13.89ms revealed a trend (M¼ 0.5113, SD¼ 0.0436,
SE¼ 0.0063, B¼ 0.39) for chance-level performance (see Figure 4).

Results and Discussion: Varying Intervals: Force Pressure and Click-Release Time

We wanted to explore whether these findings could be replicated in more complex experi-
mental designs including set-of-steps variations of backwards masked faces. To explore
whether click pressure and click-release time were associated with participant confidence
in set-of-steps variations of backwards masked faces, a two-tailed Pearson’s correlation
was ran. Click pressure was positively and significantly associated with participant confi-
dence, r(48)¼ .92, p< .001. Release time was negatively and significantly associated with
participants confidence, r(48)¼ –.83, p< .001. Detailed results can be seen in Table 3.

To explore whether click pressure was associated with uncertainty and task difficulty, a
repeated measures ANOVA was ran with independent variables Duration Intervals (20.83,
27.78, 34.72, and 41.67ms) and Type of Emotion (Fear, Sad and Neutral) with dependent
variable force-pressure responses. The analysis revealed that there were significant differ-
ences between Duration Intervals, F(2.45, 112.57)¼ 176.35, p< .001, partial eta-
squared¼ .79, Greenhouse–Geisser corrected; Types of Emotion, F(1.44, 66.53)¼ 952.42,
p< .001, partial eta-squared¼ .96, Greenhouse–Geisser corrected; and a significant interac-
tion, F(3.24, 149.01)¼ 26.45, p< .001, partial eta-squared¼ .37, Greenhouse–Geisser cor-
rected. A similar pattern of results was reported for self-reports for confidence ratings for
Durations Intervals only, F(2.09, 96.26)¼ 499.98, p< .001, partial eta-squared¼ .92, Huynh-
Feldt corrected. The same analysis was repeated for click-release-time responses. A repeated
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measures ANOVA with independent variables Duration Intervals and Type of Emotion and

dependent variable click-release time revealed that there were significant differences between

different durations, F(2.57, 118.27)¼ 97.59, p< .001, partial eta-squared¼ .68, Greenhouse–

Geisser corrected. The analysis for response time did not reveal significant differences and

revealed substantial evidence for response times being within the same intervals (L.B: –0.5,

H.B: 0.5) between different durations, F(3, 138)¼ 1.41, p¼ .23, partial eta-squared¼ .03,

B¼ 0.17. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons for these effects can be seen in

Table 4. These results suggest that force-pressure responses were a potentially accurate

assessment of participant confidence and physiological responses to brief backwards

masked faces. These findings also suggest that click-release-time responses were a significant

correlate of participant confidence and task difficulty in this study (see also Supplementary

Material 11.2 and 12.2).

Results and Discussion: Confidence, Click Pressure, Release Time, and Subliminality

Signal detection analysis for faces presented for 13.89ms revealed a trend for Bayesian

evidence for the null—that detection performance was within a priori defined criteria for

chance-level performance—suggesting that these stimuli could have been processed sublim-

inally (M¼ 0.5113, SD¼ 0.0436, SE¼ 0.0063, B¼ 0.39). To explore responses to subliminal

emotional faces and also whether the current technology could be used for the physiological

assessment of subliminal emotion, we used the analysis model for the assessment of sublim-

inality described in previous publications (Tsikandilakis & Chapman, 2018; Tsikandilakis

et al., 2018, 2019b, 2019c, 2019d; Tsikandilakis, Kausel, et al., 2019). To explore whether

Table 3. Correlation Analysis for Force Pressure and Click-Release-Time Responses for Study Two.

Time Type

Confidence

M (SD)

Force pressure

M (SD) r

p value

(Bayes factor)

Release time

M (SD) r

p value

(Bayes factor)

21 ms Fear 4.61 (0.79) 0.21 (0.02) .49 <.001 0.36 (0.07) –.82 <.001

Sad 4.36 (1.03) 0.11 (0.01) .46 <.001 0.36 (0.07) –.73 <.001

Neutral 4.56 (0.9) 0.11 (0.01) .16 .28 (3.13) 0.39 (0.08) –.04 .29 (3.26)

Overall 4.51 (0.62) 0.14 (0.01) .67 <.001 0.37 (0.07) –.73 <.001

28 ms Fear 6.14 (0.63) 0.25 (0.04) .44 .002 0.29 (0.07) –.17 .27 (3.02)

Sad 5.95 (0.68) 0.13 (0.02) .65 <.001 0.27 (0.07) –.36 .01

Neutral 6.12 (0.65) 0.12 (0.02) .51 <.001 0.27 (0.07) –.95 <.001

Overall 6.07 (0.59) 0.17 (0.02) .68 <.001 0.28 (0.05) –.73 <.001

35 ms Fear 6.70 (0.47) 0.28 (0.06) .36 .01 0.28 (0.07) –.54 <.001

Sad 6.83 (0.43) 0.15 (0.03) .07 .65 (4.97) 0.27 (0.07) .17 .24 (2.84)

Neutral 6.76 (0.47) 0.15 (0.03) .12 .43 (4.08) 0.25 (0.08) –.46 <.001

Overall 6.76 (0.33) 0.19 (0.03) .4 .005 0.27 (0.04) –.59 <.001

42 ms Fear 6.91 (0.56) 0.34 (0.03) .66 <.001 0.27 (0.07) –.75 <.001

Sad 6.88 (0.58) 0.15 (0.03) .09 .55 (4.62) 0.28 (0.08) .09 .51 (4.45)

Neutral 7.11 (0.54) 0.15 (0.03) .56 <.001 0.28 (0.07) .14 .34 (3.56)

Overall 6.97 (0.33) 0.21 (0.03) .69 <.001 0.28 (0.07) –.54 <.001

Note. Correlation coefficient Person’s r and significance values for confidence ratings and force pressure, and confidence

ratings and click-release time for Study 2 for varying intervals of backwards masked faces as described in the left of the

current table. For each nonsignificant result, a Bayes factor was calculated for the correlation analysis as the probability that

these data would be observed if the null hypothesis were true (p (Data|H0); BF01� 10). The Bayes factor was calculated as

the likelihood ratio that these data would be observed if the null versus the alternative hypothesis were true (BF01). We

considered BF01� 10 as evidence for the null. Statistics and analysis for 13.89 ms are presented in a separate section.
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participants responded to subliminal faces, a repeated measures ANOVA with independent
variables Type of Emotion (Fear, Sadness, Neutral) and Detection Response (Hits, Misses)
was ran for confidence rating, click-release time, and force pressure responses. The analysis
revealed no significant differences and also revealed strong evidence for the null for Type of
Emotion for release-time responses, F(2, 92)¼ 0.051, p¼ .95, partial eta-squared< .01,
B¼ 0.03, and confidence rating self-reports, F(2, 92)¼ 0.181, p¼ .84, partial eta-
squared< .01, B¼ 0.11. The analysis also revealed no significant differences and revealed
evidence for the null for Detection Responses and a Type of Emotion to Detection Response
interaction for release time (pdetection¼ .89, B¼ 0.06, pinteraction¼ .87, B¼ 0.08) and confi-
dence self-reports (p detection¼ .93, B¼ 0.05, pinteraction¼ .65, B¼ 0.41).

A different pattern of results was revealed for force-pressure responses. Significant differ-
ences were revealed for Type of Emotion, F(1.58, 72.75)¼ 68.83, p< .001, partial eta-
squared¼ .59, Greenhouse–Geisser corrected, and Detection Performance, F(1, 46)¼
59.93, p< .001, partial eta-squared¼ .57, and significance was also revealed for a Type of
Emotion to Detection Performance interaction, F(1.29, 59.47)¼ 52.78, p< .001, partial
eta-squared¼ .53, Huynh-Feldt corrected. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons

Table 4. Comparison Matrix for Click Pressure, Click-Release Time, and Confidence Ratings.

A. Comparison matrix per emotional type

Time Type

Confidence

Cohen’s d (Bayes factor)

Force pressure

Cohen’s d (Bayes factor)

Release time

Cohen’s d (Bayes factor)

Sad Neutral Sad Neutral Sad Neutral

21 ms Fear 0.28 (0.22) 0.09 (0.01) 5.45* 5.73* –0.09 (0.01) –0.37*

Sad –0.22 (0.19) 0.15 (0.01) –0.28 (0.23)

28 ms Fear 0.29 (0.23) 0.01 (0.01) 3.89* 4.05* 0.05 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01)

Sad –0.26 (0.22) 0.22 (0.02) –0.02 (0.01)

35 ms Fear –0.31 (0.29) –0.15 (0.12) 2.93* 2.78* 0.17 (0.14) 0.44**

Sad 0.16 (0.12) –0.11 (0.01) 0.26 (0.21)

42 ms Fear 0.07 (0.01) –0.36* 3.46* 3.61* 0.14 (0.12) 0.25 (0.21)

Sad –0.43* 0.19 (0.05) –0.09 (0.01)

Total Fear 0.24 (0.21) –0.12 (0.14) 3.93* 4.04* 0.07 (0.01) –0.26 (0.23)

Sad –0.19 (0.17) 0.11 (0.14) 0.05 (0.01)

B. Comparisons matrix per duration of presentation

28 ms

Cohen’s d (Bayes factor)

35 ms

Cohen’s d (Bayes factor)

42 ms

Cohen’s d (Bayes factor)

Conf. F.P. R.T. Conf. F.P. R.T. Conf. F.P. R.T.

21ms –2.51* –1.48* 1.46* –4.53* –2.01* 1.76** –4.93** –3.03** 1.63**

28 ms –1.48* –0.98* 0.25 (0.21) –1.93* –1.81** 0.07 (0.01)

35 ms –0.63* –0.6* 0.28 (0.23)

Note. In A, Cohen’s d emotional type and assessment. In B, Bonferroni-corrected comparisons for confidence (Conf.), force

pressure (F.P.), and click-release time (R.T.) with Cohen’s d scores between different durations. Asterisk (*) indicates

Bonferroni-corrected significance at p< .001 in comparison with other items in the same duration. For each nonsignificant

result, a Bayes factor (L.B.: –0.05 (force pressure) or –0.1 (release time) or –1 (confidence responses); H.B: 0.5 or 0.1 or 1)

was calculated for mean differences to the average condition mean and standard error for that condition (see Table 3)

to test evidence for the null (B< 0.33; Dienes, 2014, 2016). Statistics and analysis for 13.89 ms are presented in a

separate section.
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revealed that hits for fearful faces (M¼ 0.13, SD¼ 0.02) were higher for force-pressure

responses than hits for sad (M¼ 0.08, SD¼ 0.01, p< .001, d¼ 3.16) and neutral faces

(M¼ 0.08, SD¼ 0.01, p< .001, d¼ 3.06). On the contrary, hit responses between sad and

neutral faces (p¼ .71, d¼ 0.04, B¼ 0.23), and miss responses between fearful faces (M¼ 0.08,

SD¼ 0.04) and miss responses for sad (M¼ 0.08, SD¼ 0.01, p¼ .97, d¼ 0.01, B¼ 0.03) and

neutral faces (M¼ 0.08, SD¼ 0.01, p¼ .67, d¼ 0.03, B¼ 0.19) were not significantly different

and revealed evidence for the null (B< 0.33). A similar pattern of results was revealed

between miss responses for sad and neutral faces (p¼ .38, d¼ 0.17, B¼ 0.1). These results

suggest that faces presented for 13.89ms did not provide evidence for subliminal processing

(see also Figure 5).
The higher scores for force pressure reported in response to fearful faces compared with

other facial stimuli in this study could suggest either that, as we have shown repeatedly in our

previous research, fearful faces are due to biological (Brooks et al., 2012) or salience-related

(van der Ploeg et al., 2017) reasons more discernible during backwards masking resulting in

higher confidence for detection (Tsikandilakis & Chapman, 2018; Tsikandilakis et al., 2018)

or that the current device could also be suited for the implicit exploration of physiological

arousal in response to emotional elicitors (see, e.g., Tsikandilakis et al., 2019c; see also

Supplementary Material 6.1).

Study 3: Target Search

Aims

The aim of the current study was to explore force-pad click pressure and click-release-time

responses in a letter-search task. We also test whether the current technology has application

in studies that do not include facial stimuli. The hypotheses during this stage were that in set

search for letter strings, higher participant confidence will be positively associated with

higher click pressure and negatively associated with release time. Another set of hypotheses

during this stage was that for varying string lengths during the search task (i.e., two- or three-

or four-letter strings), longer letter strings length would result in higher task difficulty and

response uncertainty and, therefore, that longer search letter strings will be associated with

lower click pressure and higher click-release-time responses.

Figure 5. Hit and Miss Responses for Force Pressure. Analysis for hits and miss responses for force
pressure for faces presented for 13.89 ms. Asterisk (*) indicates Bonferroni-corrected significance at
p< .001.
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Participants

A power calculation based on medium effect sizes (partial eta-squared¼ .06, f¼ .25) was

performed. The result revealed that 43 participants would be required for P(1–b)� .95 (Faul

et al., 2009). A total of 66 volunteers (34 female) who were not part of Studies 1 and 2

participated in the current study. The exclusion and inclusion criteria included those imple-

mented during Studies 1 and 2 and diagnosis for dyslexia or a reading disorder through self-

report. The participants were screened with the Adult Reading History Questionnaire (Lefly &

Pennington, 2000), and participants with scores above 0.3 were excluded from the analysis;

data from two participants were excluded. Data from three participants were also excluded due

to reporting scores that indicated a possible psychiatric diagnosis. One participant was exclud-

ed from the analysis due to movement-related artifacts (see Supplementary Material 7.1). The

final population sample consisted of 69 (32 female) participants with mean age 31.68

(SD¼ 7.81). The participants were native (26) and nonnative (34) English speakers (see

Supplementary Material 5.1). All participants were fully briefed concerning the physiological

assessment after the experiment. The experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee of the

School of Psychology of the University of Nottingham.

Experiments

Participants took part in a 5-min training stage. By the end of the training phase, they were

asked whether they were ready to participate in the experiment. All participants replied

positively. In the main experiment, the letters were presented in black colour on a white

background using Times New Roman, font size 28. All letter stimuli were presented at

fixation. The current study included two stages with order randomized. Participants were

allowed a 5-min break between each stage. During the engagement tasks in this study, all text

was presented in black on a white background using a clearly visible and standard font

(Times New Roman), with a clearly visible font size (pt. 28). Each response-related part

of text was boxed within a clearly visible and distinct selectable area with set dimensions

(binary task: pt. 0.73 (H) to 2.33 (W); interval space: pt. 1.62 (W)). Participants were briefed

during the training stage that they had the choice to restart the engagement task by pressing

space in case of accidental miss-clicks; no instances of miss-clicks were reported.
In one stage, participants were presented with a fixation cross for 2 (�1) s. After the

fixation cross, a random target letter was presented for 125ms. A black and white pattern

mask (pt. 1.34 (H) to 2.26 (W)) was then presented for 125ms. After the mask, a blank

interval screen was presented for 1 s. After the blank interval screen, a random three-letter

string was presented for 125ms. A black and white pattern mask (pt. 1.34 (H) to 2.26 (W))

was then presented for 125ms. After the mask, a blank interval screen was presented for 1 s.

After the blank interval screen, participants were asked by an on-screen message to decide

whether the target letter was present in the letter string (Yes/No) using the mouse. After this

task, participants were asked from an on-screen message to rate the confidence for their

response from 1 (not confident at all) to 10 (extremely confident) using the mouse. After each

trial, a 7-s blank-screen interval was presented. A total of 52 pseudorandomized letters were

presented during this experiment. A total of 26-letter strings including the target letter (posi-

tion randomized) were presented, and a total of 26 random letter strings not including the

random letter were presented (Figure 4). Every letter was presented once for the target

including condition and once for nontarget including condition. After each trial, the pre-

sented target letter was disqualified from inclusion in the next letter-search task. Instances of

repeated randomly generated letter strings were not reported in within-participant trials.
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The set letter strings were examined postexperimentally for the formulation of meaningful
and identifiable words; instances of pronounceable pseudowords were reported (i.e., AVE,
HAN, HIL, PTO); instances of random real-word formation were recorded (i.e., APE, ARE,
ATE, BUY, DOS,2 DRY, FIN, PAY, MAY, SAY, SIT, SAT, TOP). These instances
(n¼ 20; see the following paragraph) were removed from the analysis.

In the other stage, participants were presented with a fixation cross for 2 (�1) s. After the
fixation cross, a random letter was presented for 125ms. A black and white pattern mask
(pt. 1.34 (H) to 2.26 (W)) was then presented for 125ms. After the mask, a blank interval
screen was presented for 1 s. After the blank interval screen, a two- or three- or four-letter
string was presented for 125ms. A black and white pattern mask (pt. 1.34 (H) to 2.26 (W))
was then presented for 125ms. After the mask, a blank interval screen was presented for 1 s.
After the blank interval screen, participants were asked by an on-screen message to decide
whether the target was presented in the string (Yes/No) using the mouse. After this task,
participants were asked from an on-screen message to rate the confidence for their response
from 1 (not confident at all) to 10 (extremely confident) using the mouse. After each trial, a 7-s
blank-screen interval was presented. A total of 52 pseudorandomized letters were presented
during this experiment. A total of 11-letter strings per string length (two or three or four)
including the target letter were presented, and a total of 11 letters strings per string length
not including the target letter were presented (Figure 6). A target letter was presented once for
the target including and once for nontarget including conditions per string length. After each
trial, the presented target letter was disqualified from inclusion in the next letter-search task.
The letter strings were examined postexperimentally. Instances of repeated randomly generated
letter strings were reported in within-participants between-stages trials (i.e., AHL, BRT, JFO),
and these were excluded. Instances of pseudowords and random real-word formations that were
within-participants present in a previous stage were excluded (i.e., ARE, AVE, PAY, PTO);
instances of pronounceable pseudowords were reported (i.e., DEI, GHART, GLON, HA,

10

Figure 6. Example Experimental Sequence Study 3. Participants were asked to perform a letter-search task
in a set (three-letter string) and varying in complexity target (two- or three- or four-letter string). They were
afterwards assigned the engagement tasks illustrated in the figure: (1) and (2). Each engagement task was
presented separately and in the described order. No text was included in the presentation. The participants
were instructed in the training phase concerning the target letter and search task episodes included in the
experiment. All participants responded positively that they could understand and undertake the task. After
each trial, a 7-s blank-screen interval was presented before the next experimental sequence.
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PHON, YA, YO); instances of random real-word formation were reported (i.e., AIM, EXIT.

EDIT, GO, GOD, HAM, HARM, HEY, HI, SAY, SIR, SO, YES). These instances (n¼ 27)

were removed from the analysis.

Results and Discussion Set Intervals: Force Pressure and Release Time

To explore whether click pressure was associated with participant confidence, a two-tailed

Pearson’s correlation was calculated between click pressure scores and confidence ratings.

The analysis revealed that click pressure was positively and significantly correlated with self-

reports for response confidence, r(60) ¼ .6, p< .001. A significant association was also

reported for click-release time and confidence ratings. Click-release time was significantly

and negatively associated with confidence ratings, r(60)¼ –.47, p< .001. These results suggest

that click pressure and click release-time were associated with participant confidence and

task difficulty in this part of the study.

Results: Varying Intervals: Force Pressure and Click-Release Time

We wanted to explore whether these findings could be replicated in more complex experi-

mental designs including set-of-steps variations of letter strings. To explore whether click

pressure and click-release time were associated with participant confidence in set-of-steps

variations of letter strings, a two-tailed Pearson’s correlations was calculated. Click pressure

was positively and significantly associated with participant confidence for two, r(60)¼ .57,

p< .001, and three, r(60)¼ .81, p< .001, but not four-letter string intervals, r(60)¼ .04,

Table 5. Participant Responses for Study 3 Varying Intervals.

A. Descriptive statistics for Study 3 varying intervals

Confidence

M (SD)

Response time

M (SD)

Release time

M (SD)

Force pressure

M (SD)

Two-letter string 6.62 (0.89) 1.51 (0.23) 0.38 (0.09) 0.13 (0.04)

Three-letter string 5.75 (1.11) 1.53 (0.22) 0.5 (0.12) 0.11 (0.03)

Four-letter string 3.89 (1.14) 1.63 (0.24) 0.69 (0.19) 0.07 (0.03)

B. Effect size Cohen’s d for Bonferroni-corrected comparisons

Confidence (Bayes factor) Response time (Bayes factor)

Three-letter Four-letter Three-letter Four-letter

Two-letter 0.88* 2.72* –0.09 (0.05) –0.55*

Three-letter 1.65* –0.43*

Release time (Bayes factor) Force pressure (Bayes factor)

Three-letter Four-letter Three-letter Four-letter

Two-letter –1.38* –2.11* 0.54* 1.78*

Three-letter –1.23* 1.39*

Note. In A, mean and standard deviation per participant response. In B, effect size Cohen’s d and significance for Bonferroni-

corrected pairwise comparisons. Asterisk (*) indicates Bonferroni-corrected significance at p< .001. For each nonsignif-

icant result, a Bayes factor (L.B.: –0.05 (force pressure) or –0.1 (release time) or –1 (confidence responses and response

time); H.B: 0.5 or 0.1 or 1) was to test evidence for the null (B< 0.33; Dienes, 2014, 2016).
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p¼ .77, B01¼ .17. Release time was negatively and significantly associated with participants

confidence for two-, r(60)¼ –.36, p< .01; three-, r(60)¼ –.87, p< .001; and four-letter string

intervals, r(60)¼ –.57, p< .001.
To explore whether click pressure was associated with task difficulty, a repeated measures

ANOVA was conducted with independent variable Letter-String Intervals (two, three, four)

and dependent variable force-pressure responses. The analysis revealed that there were

significant differences between different string intervals, F(2, 118)¼ 69.99, p< .001, partial

eta-squared¼ .54. The same pattern of results was reported for self-reports for confidence

ratings, F(2, 118)¼ 168.04, p< .001, partial eta-squared¼ .74. The same analysis was repeat-

ed for click-release-time responses. A repeated measures ANOVA with independent variables

Letter-String Intervals and dependent variable click-release time revealed that there were

significant differences between different intervals, F(1.72, 101.51)¼ 348.49, p< .001, partial

eta-squared¼ .86; Greenhouse–Geisser corrected. Response time also revealed significant

differences between letter intervals, F(2, 118)¼ 5.16, p< .01, partial eta-squared¼ .08.

Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons for these effects can be seen in Table 5.

These results suggest that force-pressure responses were associated with participant confi-

dence in this stage. These findings also suggest that click-release-time responses were a

significant correlate of participant confidence and task difficulty in this stage of Study 3

(see also Supplementary Material 11.3 and 12.3).

Discussion

In the current studies, we tested the first, to our knowledge, application of a force-pressure

assessment device disguised as a mouse pad in psychological studies. The device was suc-

cessfully implemented in all three studies implicitly. Three out of 163 participants reported

that their responses could be monitored in some way and reported that this monitoring was

made via camera recording (see Supplementary Material 4.1). In the current studies, force

pressure was negatively associated with task difficulty and positively associated with

response confidence and revealed very high effect sizes for being able to measure these

characteristics. During Experiments 1, 2, and 3, click-release times were associated more

highly with task difficulty than reaction times were, suggesting that click-release time

could be a useful alternative measure of human performance. As we have shown in a pre-

vious publication where we explicitly implemented an earlier version of the current device,

there were evidence for differences in force pressure to very briefly presented fearful faces

possibly compared with other stimuli types (Tsikandilakis et al., 2019c). These differences

could be due to fearful faces being more salient and discernible and/or because the current

equipment correlates with measures of physiological arousal such as skin conductance and

heart rate (van der Ploeg et al., 2017). The results in the current article also suggest that when

the device was implemented implicitly, the analysis did not provide evidence for subliminal

processing during Study 2 because all recorded physiological responses were driven by cor-

rect detection of a presented emotional face (see also Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010).
Previous research has suggested that participants could use self-presentation strategies for

responding to explicit assessment tasks. These can include self-presentation in a way that is

perceived positive on a personal, interpersonal, and professional level (Strack & Deutsch, 2004).

Additional research has suggested that certain participants overstate the task difficulty of an

engagement task and downrate their response confidence for their replies due to conservative

strategies for self-presentation, such as presenting oneself as attempting to perform at the best of

their ability despite low performance. Conversely, previous research has suggested that certain
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participants consistently downrate task difficulty and overstate their response confidence to
come across as overachievers (Hellmann, 2016; Kosakowska-Berezecka et al., 2017).

Previous research has attempted to explore these effects using implicit assessment of task
difficulty and response confidence and reported very promising and remarkably high effects
sizes for this assessment (see, e.g., Kaklauskas et al., 2009). This line of research, therefore, is a
very promising area relating to psychological assessment. In the current studies, we found that
lower force-pressure responses and higher click-release times were consistently associated
throughout all studies with higher difficulty. Reduced difficulty was associated with higher
force pressure and lower click-release times. We found that the current technology can be used
to assess responses relating to task difficulty and participant confidence in psychological
experiments, such as morphing, gender recognition, masking, and letter-search studies.

In previous studies, other researchers found highly significant findings and very high
correlation coefficient effect sizes when assessing responses in experimental designs that
were similar to the current studies (see, e.g., Campanella et al., 2001, p. 11; F¼ 3680; but
see also particularly LeBel & Paunonen, 2011). In the current studies, we were also able to
report highly significant results and correlation coefficients for force pressure and task dif-
ficulty and response confidence. Intriguingly, nevertheless, in a previous explicit assessment
of force-pressure responses using a prototype of the current device, we found relatively
smaller effect sizes for force-pressure responses to masked emotional faces (Tsikandilakis
et al., 2019c, p. 7; F¼ 375.38). Because a firmly conclusive model concerning whether implicit
and explicit physiological responses differ in relation to neural processing is wanting in the
current area (Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010; Stanley et al., 2008), it is worth raising here the issue
of whether implicit assessment of responses to engagement tasks that proceed particularly
emotional presentations involve different neural systems to explicit assessments, such as
possibly limbic system-related neural structures (Braunstein et al., 2017; Brooks et al.,
2012; but see also Tsikandilakis et al., 2019b). This possibility could provide support for
the argument that implicit responses are less regulated by inhibitory mechanisms and that
they are possibly more revealing indicators of participant feedback when compared with
explicit assessments (Strack & Deutsch, 2004).

A very promising finding in the current studies was that click-press-to-release times were a
precise estimate of task difficulty (Colonius & Diederich, 2017). This effect is novel and an
exploratory interpretation of why release times but not response times provided significant
differences in the current experiments could relate to the idea that participants are condi-
tioned to replying to engagement tasks within a specific time frame due to experience with
experimental procedures. Another interpretation could relate to the idea that conflict and
reflection in response to an engagement task inquiry could be explicitly assigned a specific,
fixed, and finite time window for resolution in standard engagement tasks (see, e.g., Evans
et al., 2015). This effect could not apply to click-press-to-release time because this could be
an implicit confidence-related behavioural outcome that is not subject to equally well-
structured time monitoring response strategies (Strack & Deutsch, 2004).

A very important final consideration that we should also raise relating to the key finding
mentioned earlier is that click-press-to-release time can be accurately monitored using the
current device but does not per se require the current device. For example, an intermediate
in complexity manual coding function is included in the Supplementary Material of the current
article, written by the current authors, that is designed to monitor click-press-to-release time
for mouse responses (Supplementary Material 9.1) and keyboard components (Supplementary
Material 9.2) using standard mouse equipment. This renders experimentation and further
exploration more accessible by further research. This is an important aspect of the current
research, and it is possible that the more seminal finding of the current study was that click-
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press-to-release times were an accurate measure of human performance. This is a potentially

seminal finding. In addition to these, we should of course acknowledge and think further what

other applications (Allg€ower et al., 2017), device formats, (Perkins et al., 2009), assessment

measures (Bradley & Lang, 2000), and force pressure technology can be used for in relation to

psychological research and research in general (Baumeister et al., 2007).

Conclusions

In the current article, we presented the first, to our knowledge, force-pressure measuring

device disguised as a mouse pad for the assessment of task difficulty and response confidence

in psychological studies. We tested the device in three experimental designs. The studies

comprised of a gender-recognition study using morphed male and female faces, a visual

suppression study using backwards masking and a letter-search study that included deciding

whether a target letter was repeated in a subsequently presented letter string. Across all

studies, higher task difficulty was associated with higher click-release-time responses.

Higher task difficulty was, intriguingly, also associated with lower click pressure. Higher

confidence ratings were consistently associated with higher click pressure and shorter click-

release time across all experiments. These findings suggest that the current technology can be

used to assess responses relating to task difficulty and participant confidence. We also sug-

gest that the assessment of release times could be implemented using simple code compo-

nents, and we provide manual and easy-to-use code for the implementation.
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Notes

1. Minimum and maximum (range) recorded pressure for a click response (see Supplemental
Material 7.1).

2. An acronym for disk operating system.
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